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Resilience for the
Digital Frontier
Helping you focus on
business outcomes, not
cybersecurity metrics
Your greatest financial exposures
Your real-world cyber threats
How attacks are likely to occur
Minimizing likelihood/impact of a breach
to an acceptable level
Cyber RiskScope key
risk indicators help
business leaders
visualize and
manage
cyber risk.

Cyber RiskScope® is a portfolio of cyber risk management solutions
enabling business managers to make risk-based decisions by
providing critical insight into costly and potentially catastrophic cyber
risks. The portfolio includes solutions for assessment and operations.
Assessments. Based on a holistic set of cyber risk objectives, Cyber
RiskScope assesses programs, operations, and processes necessary to
manage cyber risk, while mapping results and recommendations to
the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and ISO-27000. Cyber RiskScope
assessments include:
▪▪ SelfAssure: intuitive online cyber risk management tool that
delivers actionable recommendations for reducing cyber risk
▪▪ QuickLook: executive-level collaborative cyber risk assessment,
including a client-specific business impact assessment
▪▪ DeepDive: customized, comprehensive, fully validated cyber risk
assessment that addresses cyber risk programs, operations, and
processes for the highest level of assurance
Operations: Because it’s critical to be aware of cyber threats targeting
small and mid-sized businesses, Dynetics offers:
▪▪ NetAlert: affordable cyber threat monitoring and alerting to quickly
identify and eliminate cyber threats

Traditional cybersecurity can’t be counted on to
prevent cyber incidents. In the Digital Frontier,
resilience must be the goal.

Dynetics’ 75-acre R&D campus in Huntsville, Alabama

A 40-year heritage of detecting and
attacking threats
Dynetics has spent
more than 40 years
in analyzing complex
threats and developing
ways to defeat them.
It’s part of our DNA to
use a proven systems
engineering approach
to addressing threats –
it’s a disciplined process
to creating solutions
that differentiates us
from most companies
offering IT and
cybersecurity solutions.

Dynetics at a glance
Comprehensive design, engineering,
and manufacturing company
Serves defense/intelligence, civilian
government, utilities, financial,
automotive, and other critical
infrastructure sectors
Established in 1974
1,500 employee-owners
Approximately $300 million revenue
75-acre R&D campus
10 locations throughout U.S.

Our commercial IT experience began in the 1990s with
regional telecom companies to whom we provided (and still
do provide) information systems security engineering. We also
began designing and securing carrier-class networks for those
companies – experience that is key to our deep cyber expertise.
We understand how to secure information systems because
we build secure information systems.
Today, Dynetics offers a comprehensive portfolio of cyber
risk management solutions for customers in defense and
intelligence, civilian government, healthcare, utilities, financial,
and other industries.
For more information on Cyber RiskScope and other
cyber risk management solutions, contact us today.
800.922.9261 ext. 5020
www.CyberRiskScope.com
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